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About This Game

Join the Open Beta of Crossout, the post-apocalyptic MMO Action game! Craft your unique battle machines from dozens of
interchangeable parts and destroy your enemies in explosive PvP online battles!

Key Features:

Unique vehicles, crafted by the players using a wide range of available parts: From nimble buggies to heavily tracked off-
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road vehicles or combat platforms on antigrav fields.

Complete freedom of creativity and thousands of possible combinations: Create vehicles of any shape using dozens of
parts, wide variety of armour and weapons as well as support systems.

Advanced damage model: Destroy any part of an enemy machine and it will affect the vehicle's performance
immediately.

Huge arsenal of weapons: From chain saws, power-drills over machine guns to rocket launchers, flying drones and
stealth generators.

Your own workshop: Create new, advanced parts and auction them at the in-game marketplace.

Trading options between players: Every piece that you have gathered in the battle can be sold to other players.

Choose your own battle strategy: The only thing that matters is the Survival and Victory!

CROSSOUT - The Road to Apocalypse

In 2027 a mysterious viral epidemic known as the ‘Crossout’ swept the planet, countries and populations simultaneously began to
fall at an alarming rate all over the Earth. Those who did not die in the first few days, were plagued by hallucinations and

headaches, many people went mad, others and committed suicide. The source of the disease could not be detected but the cities
that were once the vibrant social and economic beacons of humanity were left ravaged and deserted.

Survivors gradually began to change — after fifteen years of transformation, the changes became visible. The most noticeable
metamorphosis occurred in the eyes of the affected — some began to glow, while others resembled black holes. To hide their

unnatural looks and conceal the mutation, people started wearing padded clothing and sunglasses.

Twenty years have passed after ‘Crossout’. Humans still remember their life before the disaster. As always, there are groups
trying to recover the old world, while others enjoy the chaos and destruction. But there are those who are not human any more.

They hide their faces behind masks, and their motives are unknown.
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Title: Crossout
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Racing
Developer:
Targem Games
Publisher:
Gaijin Entertainment
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E8500 or AMD Phenom™ II X3 720

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 440 or AMD™ Radeon™ HD 5670 or Intel® HD Graphics 4000

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Russian,German,Japanese,Thai,French
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Horrible game, logged on today and all my gear aside from my armor and a few wheels was gone, wouldnt recommend this pay
to win game. Would be fun but you need to grind or pay money to make anything cool. Just like any of this dev's games.. A
(well, potentially) good game utterly decimated by rediculous lag, that I have never seen in a game post dialup internet eras, even
on AUS (local) servers. Want to correct your course by a smidge to avoid that wall? TO BAD, 90+deg turn off a cliff. Want to
stop behind cover? TO BAD, server applied the brakes 2-3 seconds after you did, now your in the open getting blown up. Want
to stay out of the limited fire angle of that cannon? no chance, your car is bouncing all over the f'ing joint like a puppy on a ice
rink.

Great potential.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. DO NOT BUY.
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